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jon Havelock poses with his work, Storm, an iconic prairie image of a brilliant yellow canola field, that adorns a wall in vickie Mcdowell’s house in Parkallen.  
Havelock’s photographic compositions are digitally enhanced to accentuate the scenic settings he shoots.
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There’s an abundance of free dec-
orating advice available to today’s 
homeowner.

Tune in to a lifestyle-oriented spe-
cialty TV channel and chances are 
you’ll find just about everything and 
anything on how to decorate or, in 
some cases, how not to decorate. 
Hop on to the Internet and you can 
turn to a seemingly unlimited selec-
tion of websites full of design styles 
and ideas. 

Or you can try something a little bit 
different: personalizing your deco-
rating style to reflect the city you 
live in. That’s what one Edmonton 
homeowner, Vickie McDowell, de-
cided to do.

McDowell, a letter carrier for Can-
ada Post, loves the outdoors — and 
Edmonton — so much, she decided 
to bring it indoors.

Walk into her cosy south-side bun-
galow in Parkallen and, depending 
on which way you look, you’ll be 
transported back outdoors via a 
boldly coloured shot of the city’s 
skyline or by a dramatic picture of 
the canola fields from neighbouring 
Parkland County.

“I just wanted something of a lo-
cal flavour,” says McDowell, who has 
turned to local artists to achieve her 
decorating objectives. “Bringing the 
outdoors inside just makes sense to 
me. I’ve always had it in my mind as 
to what I wanted, but I never really 
saw what I was looking for.”

But her design dilemma — how 
to use her blank walls as canvases 
to represent her decorating style — 
was mostly resolved (one wall still 
remains empty) when McDowell 
happened upon the photographic 
artwork of fellow Edmontonian Jon 
Havelock at the Edmonton Home 
and Interior Design Show last fall.

If the Havelock name sounds fa-
miliar, it’s because the artist Jon 
Havelock is also the former Tory 
politician who served as Alberta’s at-
torney general and justice minister, 
among other posts, in the late 1990s 
and at the beginning of this decade 
when he represented the riding of 
Calgary-Shaw.

“Jon’s work is fabulous — the 
colours are so vibrant and everything 
just pops up at you,” McDowell says 
of Havelock’s photographic composi-
tions, which are digitally enhanced 
to accentuate the scenic settings he 
shoots.

McDowell was thrilled when she 
learned Havelock was working on 
a series of Edmonton skyline shots, 
potentially the key to her design 
plans of bringing some of Edmon-
ton’s outdoor beauty inside.

“I had been looking for something 
like that (skyline shots of Edmonton) 
for over 20 years,” adds McDowell, 
who unwittingly took her then un-
scripted local decorating plan to the 
next level when she asked to see a 
piece in a much larger format to fig-
ure out what size would work best 
for her living room.

That’s when Havelock showed her 
Storm, an oversized horizontal rep-

resentation of a canola field accentu-
ated by a dark, ominous sky.

“I couldn’t decide on the size, so he 
showed me Storm, a different picture 
on a larger scale. I took one look at 
it and it popped! I didn’t intend on 
buying that when I first saw it, but 
then I had to have both pieces,” says 
McDowell.

Storm, which happens to be Have-
lock’s signature piece, hangs prom-
inently over McDowell’s staircase, 
a picture-perfect fit for one of the 
blank spots that needed to be filled. 
Across the room, the Edmonton sky-
line piece brings the viewer back to 
a more urban feel.

“I try and seek out spots where 
people typically haven’t been, or if 
they’ve been there I try and take a 
picture that isn’t your typical shot,” 
says Havelock, explaining his scenic 
choices and his goal of highlighting 
the extraordinary that is inherent in 
the ordinary.

“I’ll shoot in different exposures,” 
says Havelock. “Once I have the 
base image where I’m happy, I will 
then start to work with the textures 
of the photo itself, with the colours 
and with cropping to try and pull out 
the area that interests me.”

It can take anywhere from 50 to 
100 hours for Havelock to create 
an individual piece of what he calls 
his “artography.” He will typically 
work in about 20 layers at any time 
— colour layers, shadowing, bright-
ness, contrast, etc. — to achieve the 
desired results.

Decorating that reflects the places we love
Personalize your living space by filling walls with pictures of Edmonton skylines or Alberta’s wide-open spaces 

Blaze, by artist jon Havelock, rests on an easel.

if you’d like to add a taste of ed-
monton, or alberta, to your decorat-
ing scheme, Jon havelock and toti 
are just two examples of artists who 
have taken the spirit of this city and 

province and translated it into graphic 
works of art. their work can be found 
at the websites below, but be sure to 
also check out local art galleries and 
home shows or various exhibitions 

such as capital ex — where havelock 
will be the featured artist — to find 
even more to choose from.

jonathanhavelock.com ◗
toti.ca ◗
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